According to László Kelemen, a contract is a lex contractus, a real source of law, when material right enables human self-determination to create law. In the field of civil law, this individual self-governance indeed widely prevails, whereby legal entities themselves shape the law to legally unregulated relations of life and to some parts of them which are not arranged. In labour law, the legislative power of individuals must be re-discovered in employment contracts, to which it is essential to enforce the principle of partnership. Section 13 of the Labour Code also establishes a hierarchy of the rules on employment, and the said hierarchy is broken by the principle of more favourable treatment for the employee, which means relatively cogent and relatively dispositive rules in civil law. At the same time, the regulatory technique of the Labour Code clearly demonstrates a respect for the principle of freedom of contract and the promotion of self-governance. The essay presents the thinking of Hungarian Labour Lawyers including the author on the nature of Labour Law. The author draws the attention to the principle of partner relationship within the Hungarian Labour Code, showing the opportunities in the Hungarian Labour Law regulation for flexibility.
ON THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LAW ELEMENTS OF LABOUR LAW
The essay focuses on the Hungarian Labour Law lawers' thinking on th labour law including the authou special view on the private labour law, ie. employment contract.
Károly Szladits says: "The characteristic feature of today's so-called public law development of private law is not an ever-increasing space of community thought or public interest coming to the front, but individual self-governance shrinking more and more noticeably and rather significant areas of the interrelationships of individuals becoming subjects of authority provisions, like e.g. in labour law."
2 In modern labour law, therefore, the principle of freedom of contract does not apply to the same extent as in civil law due to the unequal position of the parties and state interference; the whole branch of law is interwoven with public law elements. That is, the contractual nature of labour law cannot be discussed, but some parts of the rights and obligations of employment relationship are not determined by the contracting parties.
3 Private labour law is manifestation of the opportunities for self-determination of the parties. Consequently, the basic principle of the private law is the so-called contractual principle. This means, in particular, that everyone has the opportunity to establish and shape their legal relationships through the regulation of self-determination. 4 In addition, it is the legislator's duty to establish rules protecting the individual employee against the employer's power. During the industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th century, the principles of private law and property law were applied to the labour market. First employment contracts were considered classic private contracts. Freedom of property was given absolute priority over employee interests. Keeping labour law clearly within private law, however, was unsustainable in the long term, since while the subjects of private law are parties in the market, the asymmetry between the employer and the employee is clear. 5 The freedom of the worker's contract (Munkajog I.) , Budapest, Patrocínium 2011, 59. volition was only an illusion in the past centuries. The rampant pursuit of the employer's interest might have led to the vacancy of the labour contract, and today, I think, this can be considered a marginal problem of labour law regulation. The protection of the weaker party and thus the limitation of contractual freedom have two paths: collective action and state intervention. 6 In the order first the period of contractual freedom was followed by the gradual recognition of freedom of association, the period of collective bargaining agreements, entailing the power to convert the terms of individual employment contracts and the recognition of the extended scope for the legal relationship of non-organized members. The next stage is the period of state intervention when the state interferes in the parties' private law relationship: in the case of industrial action, restricting working time, imposing accident-health protection requirements on the employer, imposing minimum wages. Standards protecting employees, however, do not mean the elimination of the base set by the law of obligation. By World War II, labour law had been consolidated in most developed states. 7 In the post World War II period general democratisation and the expansion of social function of the state started gaining ground. The social fundamental rights as elements of the second generation of human rights more and more often incorporated in the national constitutions started to become fundamental moral foundations of the so-called welfare or social state. Welfare states were mainly built on a fast-paced and long-term economic growth based on large scale, standardised mass production as well as the Keynesian demand-driven economic policy. The economic model dating back to the 1920s and experiencing the golden age later in the 1950s and 1970s is known as Fordism after Henry Ford. In this Fordist model, the representative employee a breadwinner father. The bureaucratic, monotonous, large-scale factories of large corporations based on the scientific management theory of Taylorism provided the main grounds for mass production. The classical institutions of labour law evolved in this socioeconomic order over this period. In the 1970s, a new development of the social dimension of the European Union began including labour law. 8 The development of today's labour law is, however, not determined by the social and economic order of Fordism. The labour market environment has changed. People are more likely to change jobs, fixed-term employment, seasonal work, and temporary employment have become common. Many have become selfemployed, working time is changing flexibly, the nature of work has become more varied and flexible. Economic environment has also changed since we are now living in a knowledgebased society, and economy must go hand in hand with technological innovations and changing consumer demands. Employers must promptly respond to changes in tastes and create a work organization that can adapt effectively and quickly to changing needs. The question then rightfully arises if law is still responsible for creating work safety, or time has marched on so law must protect income and employability instead.
9 Labour law regulation has responded by the introduction of the concept of 'flexicurity'. The question of flexibility and security, however, involves addressing the problems of vulnerable groups. This poses basically two challenges for labour law: creating, if necessary, rules protecting employment and enforcing compliance with them. Social exclusion refers to several groups that are unable to participate in the labour market, and therefore the objective is to increase employment rate through macroeconomic policies. New regulatory techniques are also needed against the previous hierarchy and commandbased system, for example, tax incentives for employees and the self-employed, operation of occupational pension schemes, employee shareholding, and transitional grants for economic operators employing long-term job-seekers. New information and consultation mechanisms are needed which favour a partnership between the employer and the employees. In addition, human rights struggles and globalization that have been intensifying since the second half of the century have a great impact on labour law. In this development, in the changed economic and social environment it is obvious that at first it was impossible to keep employment relationship within private law, public law elements necessarily infiltrated. This, however, does not mean that labour law separated from private law. In the relationship between labour law and private law, initially identity was discernible, followed by some sort of distancing and finally approaching again. Labour law moved away from private law until the 1970s, but since then it has been getting closer and closer. Therefore when reading György Kiss 11 about the importance of the consensus of the parties in shaping the relationship of employment, this approach must be understood.
ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF WORK ACTIVITIES
The place of labour law in private law is often explained by the classification of work activities. The classical forms of work performed for someone else include dependent work performed under a contract of employment (which constitutes human relations through labour), independent work performed under business contract (which constitutes human relations through market goods) and independent work performed under mandate. Dependent work performed under a contract of employment developed dogmatically in Roman law from the institution of consensual contract (locatio conductio).
12
Accordingly, the demarcation of the employment relationship to this day is typically related to the institution of locatio conductio operis and mandate. Work performed for someone else is therefore expressed in three classical contracts, and by comparing them one finds why subordination of the employee is necessary in some cases of work performed for someone else and in other cases why not.
13 Thus, the classification of employment relationships is combined with employment security and reduce labour market segmentation, having due regard to the role of social partners. 14 At the same time, it is justified to mention György Kiss's opinion who draws attention to two criteria of employment relationship: its long-term nature and the employee's legal subordination. The long-term, durative nature, however, may be questioned by the existence of atypical employment relationships which fundamentally determined the development of labour law after World War II. The long-term, durative nature, however, must be deduced from the essential features of the employment relationship. The comparison is also based on the business and engagement contract. In a business contract, when the result is achieved, the contract terminates, extinguishes itself. Labour law also includes a contract for the performance of a particular task. Is there a difference? Apart from the difference between the content of the two legal relationships, the instructions of the customer and that of the employer, the principle and regulation of elimination are distinctly different. In the case of a business, settlement issues, while in the case of labour relations, the employee's existential interests arise. It is also the case if a particular activity can be performed in the framework of a contract and an employment relationship. In the same way, it is the intensity, scope and regulation of the termination that differ. Freedland approaches the long-term nature of employment relationship from the side of promise: the promise of further work. The existence of mutual promise may be justified by the protection against dismissal. The essence of these techniques is that employers should not keep an eye out for dismissal, but the maintenance of the employment relationship.
15
It is also necessary to discuss the classification of work performance relationships briefly. According to József Hajdú and Attila Kun, labour law is a set of legal norms defining the rights and obligations of employees, employers and interest representatives (social partners) from among legally regulated work-performance relationships. Its notion complex and regulates both economic and social conditions.
16
According to Tamás Gyulavári, labour law deals with the legally regulated dependent work that is performed for someone else, under contract, under subordination. 17 The dogmatic basis for the distinction between civil service and private employment relationship may be challenged in that both are legal expressions of dependent work. The quality of the party receiving the service is secondary. That is, in terms of the category of dependent work, civil service relationship is an employment relationship, as well.
18
In a broader sense, therefore, labour law covers all legal relationships that are suitable for displaying dependent work performed for someone else. However, based on the current Hungarian tendencies, it is difficult to imagine that labour law continues to be used as a generic term and that division is made within this genus. The legal dogmatic foundation of Tanulmánykötet, Novotni Kiadó, Miskolc 2001, 198-199 .; Tamás Prugberger, "Institution of Self-Employment in the Western European and Hungarian Labour Law", ("Az önfoglalkoztatás intézménye a nyugat-európai és a magyar munkajogban"), Magyar Jog, 2/2014, 65-71. See more: S. Deakin, G. S. Morris (2012) collective labour law is possible in the private law of work; it is the result of a long-term development in civil service under external influence.
Civil and Labour Law Codification. (A munkajog és a polgári jog kodifikációs és funkcionális összefüggései),
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In the system of employment relationships many differentiate employment relationship from civil service employment and other work performance relationships, including civil law relationship, other special legal relationships: personal and property security contractor, permanent intermediary, scholarship employment. All of this is a great expression of the legislator's intention to detach civil service from labour law and the question of employee-like persons' legal relationship.
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In my own view, the horizontal demarcation of work-performance relationships may be based on personal and economic dependence, economic dependence as well as personal and economic independence. Moreover, vertical division within employment relationship can be interpreted to a less and less extent as a result of the detachment of civil service law from labour law. And there is the theory of personal work relations of Freedland and Countouris to discuss. amalgamated from elements of private law and public law. 24 According to József Hajdú and Attila Kun, labour law is the branch of a unified Hungarian legal system that governs the social relations (employment relationship) that relate to the employment of independent persons. Labour law is part of private law. Its social embeddedness, its purpose-orientedness is defined by the employee's demand for protection. Employment relationship is a long-term relationship in which the application of civil law rules is by no means problem-free. Labour law as a separate branch of law (mixed law) is not part of civil law, but they have a very close relationship. The Civil Code is in relation to the Labour Code subsidiary legislation, that is, the Labour Code specifies the cases in which Civil Code rules may and must be applied and when Recognition of the full independence of labour law from civil law, the full dogmatic autonomy of the institution has never been demanded. Undoubtedly, however, the dogmatic nature of the contract has not, but its function has been transformed in order to protect the employee. Due to these restrictive rules and the principles of traditional private law, the contractual institutional system of labour law seems to be autonomous. Principles outside private law are the principle of equal treatment, the duration of employment relationship, the regulation of termination of employment relationship. These principles are subject to attack because the structure of the legal relationship underlying them varies. 28 Consequently what distinctly separates individual labour law from traditional private law is the normative law designed to protect the worker through direct state intervention which developed predominantly outside private law codes. Labour law attempts to strike a balance at a level of equilibrium that meets the contractual principle, the requirements of self-determination. 29 In the socialist, public law-like labour law, the application of civil law did not really arise. Socialist labour law broke up with the private law traditions of labour law. The Labour Code of 1992 contained a more private law-like regulation but failed to settle the relationship between labour law and civil law. In the judicial practice, the so-called principle of analogia legis got crystallised, that is if a civil law norm or principle is not contrary to labour law and if the Labour Code does not contain a specific provision, judicial practice may involve the given civil law rule in the labour law (pursuant to Court Decision 1998.506). Act I of 2012 on the Labour Code (Mt.) changed of the previous regulation and expressly marked the applicability of some rules of the Civil Code. According to Section 31 of the Labour Code, for example, in 24 the case of legal declarations, unless otherwise provided by law, the Civil Code rules listed in the Labour Code shall apply. The legislation of the Civil Code which may be used from the point of view of the Labour Code was codified into the Labour Code in detail; as well as the Civil Code is considered selectively as an underlying or supplementary law. Several labour law institutions have a strong Civil Law character (liability for damages), and several civil law rules are incorporated into the Introductory Provisions. Thus, due to the specific nature of the main service which forms the subject of employment relationship, labour law is indeed a separate branch of law, a relatively independent, mixed special law, part of private law within the legal system, having stronger civil law relations than those of the Act I of 2012. The Act CCLII of 2013 reopened one of the long-standing issues of Hungarian labour law. By amending the Labour Code, this Act defines amongst other things, the applicable labour law rules of the Civil Code. As a result of the amendment, Sections 9, 31, 160, 177, 228-229. and 286 contain such referring rules. By reviewing these rules, it can be stated that these are provisions (mainly of the law of obligation) applicable without hindrance in employment relationship law. A related problem is the scope of the General Provisions of the Labour Code. These are also mainly applicable in individual employment relationship, in particular the general rules of conduct, partly by adopting the Civil Code rules of the same content. Sections 6.1 and 6.3 and Sections 8-11 of the Labour Code explicitly refers to this by mentioning employment relationship or parties in employment relationship. There is no doubt that the Labour Code does not provide clearly (specifically) for the application of the rules of civil law in collective labour law, in particular in collective agreement law. This is why the question arises whether the rules of civil law shall apply (in particular) to collective agreements. In the absence of related provisions of the Labour Code, in connection with the application of the civil law rules, the former Hungarian judicial practice established the above mentioned principle that "if a civil law principle or norm does not conflict with the principles of labour law, it shall apply to labour law." According to Gyula Berke and György Kiss, this labour law principle must be applied for collective bargaining even after the Labour Code enters into force. The reason for this is that the Labour Code does not contain any rules referring to this, in other words: the legislator -unlike employment relationship -did not want to make provision for such a thing. On the other hand, collective agreements, although having norm content, carry the characteristics of contractual obligations, too. There is no doubt that the situation created by the the Labour Code entering into force may be difficult for the judicial practice because, as in the case of the employment relationship under the scope of the Labour Code of 1992, the court will be forced to decide case by case on matters not regulated in the Labour Code whether the applicable civil law principle or rule is contrary to labour law or not. 30 4 ON THE UNIQUE SYSTEM OF NORMS The unique system of labour law norms in Hungarian law clearly indicates how the legislator tries to strengthen the individual self-governance of the parties in labour law legislation despite the presence of public law elements. Freedom of contract therefore is also provided in labour law. As defined in the Fundamental Law, everyone shall have the right to freely choose his or her work, occupation. The parties have an influence on shaping the legal relationship since, in the absence of a different provision of the law on the basis of Section 43.1 of the Labour Code, the employment contract may derogate from the individual labour law rules and from the related employment relationship rule in favour of the employee. Pursuant to Section 43.2, derogations must be assessed by comparing the related provisions. The derogatory 30 Gyula Berke, György Kiss: Commentary on the Labour Code, (Kommentár a Munka Törvénykönyvéhez), Wolters Kluwer Kft., (2015) agreement laid down in the Labour Code includes when the parties' agreement cannot derogate from the provisions of the Labour Code. According to the Explanatory Memorandum, in the context of interrelated provisions, the rules as well as the elements of agreement of the same purpose are to be understood (the raisin principle, Rosienentheorie, does not apply, in line with the judicial practice). The limitations of contractual freedom are, however, the cogent provisions, the individual, relative, dispositive labour law rules where derogation to the disadvantage of the employee is limited or limitless, and the collective agreement can only be derogated from based on the welfare principle. 31 The basic rules of labour law are the terms and conditions of employment in accordance with Section 13 of the Labour Code: laws (acts, exceptionally and supplementarily a government decree, possibly a ministerial decree), collective agreements and works agreements and binding decisions of the conciliation committee pursuant to Section 293. The normative parts of the latter three are classified as terms and conditions of employment. 32 The quasi legal norms on employment are collective agreements which are created on a consensual basis as a private law contract but become effective as a law, that is, have a dual legal nature. Works agreements are agreements between works council and employer which may include terms and conditions of employment if the employer does not fall under a collective agreement or there is no trade union to enter into a collective agreement. Binding decisions of the conciliation committee governed by Section 293 of the Labour Code are when the employer and the works council or the trade union may agree in advance to accept the decision of the committee. In this case, the committee's decision is binding. In the event of a tie, the chairperson's vote shall be decisive. György Kiss points out that the content of the employment contract depends solely on the agreement of the contracting parties (legal fact), while its legal effect, i.e. employment relationship is influenced by a number of factors. These are legislatorial sources of law. That is, we find that employment contracts and employment relationship have differences in content: while employment contracts vary according to the economic environment, the content of employment relationship is, as a matter of principle, constant. It would be important to deal with legal facts and legal effects holistically.
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It can be seen, therefore, that the contract of employment implies the possibility of the fulfilment of individual self-governance, making it flexible in accordance with the economic changes. The contract of employment, however, is not a source of law, according to the prevailing labour law. The contract of employment, though it fosters employment relationship, is not a rule on employment because it contains rights and obligations for both parties.
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Employer regulations are not a rule on employment, either, although labour law literature sees a growing number of publications on the various unilateral legal acts of the employer. As they are becoming increasingly important in practice: there are regulatory (normative) legal declarations and individual legal declarations.
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György Kiss, however, approaches the question in a different way: the legal source system of labour law is distinctly different from other branches of law due to the distinct legal nature of some legal source elements. Perhaps the most characteristic feature of labour law legal source system is the duality of sources. He distinguishes between legislatorial and contractual sources of law (collective bargaining agreements: collective agreements and works agreement). Because of the normative content of the collective agreement, it could be part of the legislatorial legal source system, but on a dogmatic basis it is not, and its relation to legal 31 37 According to László Kelemen, a contract is therefore a lex contractus, a real source of law, when material right enables human self-determination to create law. 38 In the field of civil law, this individual self-governance indeed widely prevails 39 , whereby legal entities themselves shape the law to legally unregulated relations of life and to some parts of them which are not arranged. In labour law, the legislative power of individuals must be rediscovered in employment contracts, to which it is essential to enforce the principle of partnership. Section 13 of the Labour Code also establishes a hierarchy of the rules on employment, and the said hierarchy is broken by the principle of more favourable treatment for the employee, which means relatively cogent and relatively dispositive rules in civil law. At the same time, the regulatory technique of the Labour Code clearly demonstrates a respect for the principle of freedom of contract and the promotion of self-governance. This is evidenced by the fact that the Labour Code has made absolute dispositivity the main rule (bilateral, tariff dispositivity) in contrast to the relative dispositive rule of the old Labour Code. Part 2 of the Labour Code is relatively dispositive for the employment contract. The parties may otherwise agree on any matter which is not a cogent provision. According to the Explanatory Memorandum, this solution addresses the traditional feature of the world of work that, at the level of individual agreements, the equilibrium position of the parties does not prevail, which is the legal reason for dominance of dispositive rules in the traditional system of private law. Thus with regard to the contract of employment, the Labour Code and the collective labour law agreements fix the minimum standards, from which the parties' agreement may differ in favour of the employee in a positive direction. Parts 2 and 3 of the Labour Code is dispositive for the collective agreement. Derogation to the disadvantage of an employee is possible only if the Labour Code allows it. This is to increase the role of collective agreements as a contractual source of law. The same applies to works agreements with a normative scope. Only wage bargaining, that is, the remuneration of work is an 36 György Kiss (2017) 268-269. 37 László Kelemen (1941) 7-8. 38 Ibid. 8. 39 Ibid.
exception. The rest of the Labour Code, Parts 1, 4, 5 and the Closing Provisions are cogent. Derogation is only allowed if expressly permitted by law. Unilateral derogation, relative dispositivity (relative cogency) is common, when derogation is only allowed for the benefit of the employee. These are typically the rules of liability for damages. Limited bilateral dispositivity allows derogation to the employee's disadvantage only to a certain extent. The limit for extraordinary working time is 250 hours a year, from which collective agreements may derogate up to a maximum of 300 hours per year. Exceptions to the main rule of absolute dispositivity are found in the Derogatory Agreement at the end of each chapter.
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It can be seen, therefore, that the regulatory technique of the Labour Code provides the opportunity for the principle of contractual freedom to prevail in labour law, even though the protection of the weaker party requires the legislator to make cogent and public law rules. The present study does not have a profound analysis of the dogmatics of the employment contract, but it is clear that the examination of the relationship between labour law and civil law raises the distinction between the contractual and legislatorial sources of labour law, as labour law regulations increasingly approach civil law rules during employment crises. A contract of employment can become a zealous source of obligation if the parties can flexibly shape the content of the legal relationship. Accordingly, while employment contracts vary according to the economic environment, the content of employment relationship is, as a matter of principle, constant. This is how the uniform management of legal facts and of legal effects is realized.
